Climbing Wall Policies

Summary

The Policies for the CSU Student Rec Center Climbing Wall

Purpose

To provide guidance on the policies for the CSU Student Rec Center climbing wall.

Policy

Climbing Wall

● Report any injuries or equipment problems to the climbing wall attendant
● Please be courteous and respectful to other participants
● All belayers must hold a current belay certification
● Appropriate footwear is required at all times
● Chalk must be contained in an appropriate bag or Chalk may be checked out at the Weight Room Desk
● Un-roped climbing above the designated bouldering height is prohibited Conference Room, Multipurpose Room and Wet Classrooms
● These rooms are not intended for drop in use; they must be reserved. Please see Facility Reservation section for more information on how to utilize these spaces. These areas will be locked unless occupied.

Related USG Policy

N/A

Last Update

4/30/2012

Responsible Authority

Director, Campus Recreation